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odern metropolitan life is built on convenience, and easily taken for granted. We wake up to our iPhone 
alarm, drink small-batch coffee, and check our Instagram during the commute on Metro-North trains. 
Breakfast meetings are catered, appointments are set by assistants, and late night watching is curated 

by Netflix. Late for a meeting? Uber. Don’t feel like cooking? Seamless. Looking for a great beer? Beer Table.

The perks of our modern society allow us to not have to think about how things work, where commodities 
come from and how day-to-day services operate. If I want it, it’s there. What do you mean you don’t have 
Molotov Lite? You ran out of the Grimm Cans already? Supply and demand, and demand, and demand (which 
we are appreciative for, especially for our loyal customers!) I always expect one of my favorite IPA’s to be on 
the shelf at Beer Table, or available at Singlecut around the corner from my apartment. But what happens 
when the hops run out?

As a delicious-tasting beer enthusiast, you have read in this publication or another that craft breweries are 
opening at a pace never before seen in American history. With this growth comes the demand for hops, and 
ideally the ability to secure the hops you are hoping to use with relative ease. If you are a brewery looking for 
sustainable growth in 2015 (and beyond), you must secure a good hop contract. No this isn’t a pun for another 
Double IPA, it’s an important agreement to assure we have good beer at our disposal in the near-future.

So what exactly is a hop contract, and what purpose does it serve? A hop contract is a legal document binding a 
brewer or brewery to take a specific amount and type of hop, at a determined price, and for a supplier to make 
sure they deliver on said hops. The purpose of the contract is to give breweries some peace of mind, knowing 
that their request, in theory, should be honored for a particular quantity and type of hop; it also serves as a 
crucial road map to hop growers allowing them to plant with a number associated to each varietal, allowing 
for a sustainable model for growth. Many brewers are currently being asked for projections into 2020, as some 
varietals can take 3 or more years to harvest properly.

Now let’s say you are a small brewery and want to do a few new IPA’s using some Citra and Amarillo hops — 
wait did you say Citra? Compared to other varieties, you are already playing catch up, as this hop tends to 
underperform in terms of yield. Like any commodity, demand for certain types of hops, because of acreage, 
yield, and even intellectual property, are at a premium. You might be able to get your hands on some Citra in 
the secondary market, but your customers might not like a $14 pint at the brewery.

For this reason, all brewers are encouraged to always sign “future year” contracts, not current year. The reason 
being is that the terms can change drastically regarding price and quantity. As an example, If you sign a contract 
on December 31st of this year for 2016, you can select 400 pounds of hops, with up to 10 varietals of your 
choosing. Wait until January 1st, and you will likely be forced to purchase a minimum of 900 pounds of EACH 
variety. Like a lot of things in life, the early bird gets the worm. And, like almost every other element of brewing, 
keeping an accurate record of hops used will surely make future projections less complicated.

The other side of the coin is to play things a little loose, and it may to the benefit of micro producers who might 
not have the up-front cash for hop contracts. This is called the spot market, and it represents current hop 
availability and costs for those who are not under contract. If you are paying $1,000 for Amarillo, and someone 
under contract is paying $1,500 the benefit to not entering a contract is obvious. However, this can encourage 
hop growers to remove acreage from production, raising the possibility of more hop crises in the future. It’s 
almost like insurance, with hop contract market subsidizing the spot market. As a general rule, hop volatility 
can be avoided when breweries are incentivized to use a contract.

All this talk of contracts has made me want to drink a beer. For many of you who spend a majority of your day 
thinking about contracts, liability, insurance.... heck for those of you who just put in any type of really long 
work day, the last thing you might want to do is think more about beer. Whether you are a regular Torpedo fan 
(Magnum, Citra Hops!) or a top-shelf devotee, these incredible aromas and flavors we enjoy, with convenience, 
are the product of great planning, execution, and even more planning. Cheers!

tewart Cox is the founder, owner, and one-man team 
behind Cedar Falls Snack Company. A native North 
Carolinian, he produces snacks out of a production

kitchen in Arkansas that are made solely with beer in 
mind. Hailing from Asheboro specifically, he is privy 
to the competitive and ever-growing beer scenes in 
Charlotte, Raleigh/Durham, and Asheville. Since moving 
out to Arkansas in 2011, he began working with local 
farmers and launched his business earlier this year.  
He currently works with a small peanut farmer who harvests, 
cooks, and packages Cedar Falls’ snacks in a little production 
kitchen near the University of Arkansas’s Fayetteville 
campus. Stewart says he tries to call them once a day on his 
way to his other job, and then finishes up the work in the 
evenings and on weekends. It takes dedication to have a full-
time side-job. 

Cedar Falls currently deals with just peanuts in three distinct 
varieties that include beer pairings on the side of the box.  
Mr. Cox says that the pairings are just basic guidelines and 
that he finds himself going outside his own advice constantly: 

“One thing I always want to keep in mind and share with others 
is to drink what you like, and in our case, eat what you like too”.  
He is a big proponent of always trying something new and 
unusual, something we also push at Beer Table. And try he 

does; the Cedar Falls Snack Co page on Facebook is filled with 
pictures of whatever new beer Mr. Stewart has picked up 
from his local store or in his travels. His new favorite he says 
is Ozark Brewing Company’s Bourbon Barrel Aged Double 
Cream Stout. 

Mr. Stewart admits that the Cedar Falls Snack test kitchen 
is, in fact, his own kitchen. He designs the snacks and then 
gets his friends to try them out. If everything works well, 
then it’s time to find the right farmer and production kitchen 
to make it work. That’s the method he’s used for the blister 
fried, sugar roasted, and spicy in-shell peanuts so far. Stewart 
says there is new stuff in the works, but nothing to report so 
far; however, his Facebook page seemed to hint at a future 
involving pickles. 

Although it is a small company, you may be able to find Cedar 
Falls Snack Co.’s products around the country, from out West, 
to Asheville, and to right here in New York at breweries and 
craft beer stores. There is a trail of snacks following Cox as he 
travels around to visit the country’s different beer scenes. He 
describes himself as anything but a salesman, but if someone 
seems interested in carrying his products, he takes care of 
them. “I really just want to focus on having quality snacks and 
being nice to people. If we work hard, make things people like 
and are always genuine, things should take care of themselves,” 
he says, depicting his unofficial motto. 
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At face value, coffee and beer couldn’t be more different. One is carbonated and the other is 
not. One is hot (usually) and the other is chilled (usually). One is consumed as a morning 
pick me up and the other is often had to wind down after a long day. However these two 
finished products actually have two primary ingredients that are produced in much the same 
way roasted coffee beans and kilned barley malt. So what are these production methods and 
what exactly is going on during each process? Well, let’s dive in and find out. 

It all starts with the farmers, much like everything else that is delicious in this world. Coffee 
and barley farmers first dry and mill their respective crops to make them stable enough to 
ship and store until maltsters and roasters are ready to turn this raw product into what we 
know as malt and roasted coffee beans. Then the real fun starts. Coffee is roasted in large 
roasting drums and a malted barley is kilned inside large malt kilns. But within each piece 
of equipment, various reactions are happening within each individual coffee bean and barley 
grain to give them a range of colors and flavors. 

What exactly are these reactions that we are talking about? Well, there are several actually. 
But the two most critical to color and flavor are the Maillard reaction and caramelization. Both 
are examples of non enzymatic browning reactions. Which is to say that they are different 
types of reactions than those that lead a cut apple to brown when exposed to air. Specifically 
the Maillard reaction is the result of a chemical reaction between amino acids and a reducing 
sugar. It is most often catalyzed by applying heat between 284°F and 329°F. The Maillard 
reaction leads to the formation of a litany of flavor compounds as well as the production of 
melanoidins. Melanoidins, which are only formed via the Maillard reaction, are what give 
coffee beans and malt grains their various shades of tan and brown coloring. Conversely, 
caramelization is result of pyrolysis which is the chemical breakdown of sugar molecules in 
the presence of high heat (390°F 570°F) and the absence of oxygen. Primarily caramelization 
leads to the production of flavor compounds in the “sweet realm” as well as the formation of 
darker, nearly burnt colors. At the high end of the caramelization spectrum all desirable flavor 
molecules are destroyed and we are left only with a burnt taste. When thinking of these two 
reactions, it is best to visualize them linearly instead of separately, with the Maillard reaction 
occurring between a set temperature range and caramelization buttressed up right next to 
it and taking over at a higher temperature range. A general breakdown of what is happening 
within these reactions is shown below. 

So if the same exact reactions are happening inside both coffee beans and malt grains, 
then why don’t different coffees and beers all taste exactly the same? Well there are several 
factors at play. First, the amount of moisture available can determine whether more or less 
caramelization will happen. The more caramelization that happens, the less roasty and toasty 
notes you will end up with and vice versa. Second, the number of different secondary reactions 
that can occur in the Maillard reaction is huge. In fact the man who figured out the Maillard 
reaction, Mr. Maillard himself, could only figure out the basic structure for what was going 
on here. This is because of the sheer number of sugar and amino acid combinations possible. 
With this large variety in “ingredients” for the reaction, a huge amount of flavor and aroma 
compounds can be formed. 

So let’s say you kiln a low moisture malt at a medium temperature. You could end up  
with malt characteristics such a light toast, grainy and producing an amber colored beer. 
You could use this type of malt in a Marzen for example. Or to put it in coffee terms, if  
you roasted a coffee bean at a medium temperature you might end up with a light roast 
to a city roast style coffee exhibiting a light brown color, mild acidity and moderate  
roast character. 

Conversely, let’s posit that our local maltster doesn’t dry his malt kernels before kilning. This 
leaves a bit of moisture in the grain which when heated combines with the sugars present to 
form a liquid sugar which then caramelizes once high heat is applied. Now we end up with a 
malt that has sweet, toffee and nutty flavors and might be better suited for an imperial stout. 
Or if this were a coffee bean roasted on high, this might lead to a much more bitter and burnt 
coffee such as those that use French roast beans. 

It’s all pretty overwhelming isn’t it? As with most things relating to beer (and coffee in this 
case) there is a ton of work, both physically and chemically leading to the finished product 
inside your Beer Table Pint. Now get those taste buds to work and see if you can start to detect 
some of those by products of the Maillard reaction and caramelization or just sip and enjoy the 
fact that someone else figured out all of this chemistry so that you could enjoy two of the best 
beverages ever put on this planet. 

As an aside, there are several steps that happen between harvest and roasting/kilning that have 
been glossed over. These steps are all critical to the final product. But for the sake of making this a 
fun to read and informative article instead of a scholarly paper I have decided to omit them from 
this discussion. If you are interested in learning more about these steps look into terms such as dry 
processing v. wet processing of coffee, hulling and cleaning, floor malting v. pneumatic malting of 
barley, steeping, and germination.

Mrs. Saxelby’s Beer Lab

ACROSS
 3/  Acronym for alcoholic 

beverages; cider, spirit 
coolers. “Darling, you’re 
absolutely _______ulous”!

 7/  If you just focus this answer is right in 
front of you. The process of dehydrating 
apple juice to form a sweet, thick apple 
solution.

 8/  Wood barrels used to ferment cider. Can be up to 
100 years old. Tree.

 9/  Thickness and mouth-filling property of a drink 
described as “full or thin...” Gray wrote the 
book on this.

 10/  To keep it interesting, you need them in music, 
and you need them in cider. Apples bred for 
high acid alone. Not flat.

 11/  To extract fruit juice from pulp by subjecting 
it to pressure and squeezing the juice out. Very 
important, a _______ing matter.

 13/  Foamy head on the cider once it’s been poured. 
Bullwinkle would love this clue.

 14/  Young tree that has grown from a pip from 
pomace, thrown out at last year’s pressing.  
Rhymes with dribble.

 15/  Nickname for sweet alcoholic drinks.

 17/  The desert, humor, lack of sweetness in cider or 
perry. Based on sugar amount.

18/  Baby, you’re a firework. Too forward? Another 
name for Pear cider. by MEGAN SAXELBY
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 1/  Term used for the milled or pulped 
cider apple and also used for layers of 
spent apple after being pressed.

 2/  Over priced leather jackets from 
1965, small Greenwhich Shops. A 
premium cider made from current 
years best apples. Often oak aged and 
bolder in style.

 4/  The act of drinking a toast to the 
Cider God in the orchard. These cups 
and bowls are much prized. Mostly 
celebrated on Twelfth Night, January 5th.

 5/  Clear liquid clinging to the side of the 
glass “legs”. “Everybody wants to Rule 
the world” _______  for Fears.

 6/  A fault in cider affecting the taste. 
Cider can develop a taint (off-flavor) 
caused by the formation of ethanamide 
by certain types of wild yeast. “A cat 
and _______  game”

 7/  A “small” cider made from second 
pressing.

 11/  Crushed, chopped, grated fruit, I prefer 
my OJ with a lot of it. Some prefer 
none. I’m not friends with those people.

 12/  A volatile flavor. Often fruity, flowery 
or spicy.

 16/  A cider’s opacity. Brilliant, clear, 
slightly hazy, hazy, or cloudy.

 19/  A fault in cider by bacterial activity, 
resulting in the cider becoming viscous 
or oily. One of my least favorite things 
to climb in gym class.

crossword
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 1/ SingleCut Beersmiths
 2/ Transmitter Brewing 
 3/ Finback Brewery
 4/ Brooklyn Brewery
 5/ Threes Brewing
 6/ Other Half Brewing Co.
 7/ Sixpoint Brewery
 8/ Kelso Beer Co.
 9/ 508 Gastrobrewery
 10/ Eataly

LONG ISLAND R.R.

 11/ Barrier Brewing Co. 
 12/ Greenport Harbor Brewing Co.
 13/ Southampton Publick House

METRO NORTH

 14/ Captain Lawrence Brewing Co.
 15/ Peekskill Brewery
 16/ Newburgh Brewing Co.
 17/ Two Roads Brewing Co.
 18/ OEC Brewing

NEW JERSEY TRANSIT

 19/ Carton Brewing

R E G I O N A L B R E WE R M A P
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y first business was a little restaurant in Brooklyn called Beer Table. It was designed 
to be a tasting room for really special beer and food together, presented in a way that 
customers could try drinks and snacks that they otherwise might not. The brand was 

meant to be utilitarian, suggesting that beer has a place on the table (with food). We did glass pours 
of beer from large format bottles, offered tiny draft pours for those who wanted them, served in 
appropriate tasting glassware (not tasting flight thimbles), and generally encouraged people to 
have an adventurous experience. We’d suggest a pairing of a strong golden ale with dehydrated 
watermelon chips, for instance. I urged couples and groups to share small format bottles so they 
could try a large variety of beers, rather than overdoing it on one drink that they might not love. 
The business model certainly wasn’t for everyone, but it wasn’t designed to be. Those who got the 
place really embraced it and we were fortunate to have dedicated regulars and a good crowd of 
destination customers coming from all over the city and beyond. I wanted to show that beer could 
be such a huge spectrum of flavors and textures beyond bland, yellow and fizzy, and to do that, I 
had to eliminate branding and typical beer service in order to give fresh perspectives on the subject.

While it was fulfilling for me, on a personal level, the constant change of daily menus and new 
flavors was tiresome here and there, sometimes feeling like change for the sake of keeping up 
appearances rather than change with purpose. I always made an effort to have some historically 
significant or classic beers around, but was still being constantly asked by customers “what’s 
your favorite beer?” I’d grown used to delivering a goofy, non-committal answer, or even a 
friendly “you’re looking at a list of them”, pointing at the menu. Ultimately though, through 
tasting and describing beers every day, I developed a little group of secret favorites that I didn’t 
even really acknowledge to myself for fear of being too much of a snob or elitist about something 
that didn’t require it. I realized that I was always keeping inventory of some beautiful rare 
beers that all shared similar characteristics. They weren’t always on the menu, but they were 
always in the cellar and the refrigerator. All of these beers were 9% alcohol or higher, had soft 
carbonation, bright tomato-like acidity, and some residual sweetness, not necessarily malty. 
It’s hard to define a clear category for what they are, but strong, malt-forward beers that are 
matured in wine barrels, allowed gentle oxidation, somehow always catch my attention.

A few years into running Beer Table, I started thinking that it’d be fun to find out how many brewers 
that I find innovative and exciting are actually brewing the beers that they want to drink. I knew 
most of them were, generally, but I wondered how much of their output was skewed toward their 
personal tastes versus what sells. More specifically, what beer do they want to drink every day? 
As a play on the utility of our name, I decided to commission a series of beers from brewers who I 
thought were doing interesting things, and ask them to do exactly that. I asked them to interpret 
my challenge literally. “Brew the beer that you want to drink every day for the rest of your life.” We 

called the series Beer Table Table Beer. To this day, I’ve had no input on recipes or influence in any 
way on the liquid; these are true expressions of the brewer’s answers to my challenge.

Back in 2012, when we began this project, if you were to log in to Ratebeer.com, and search for 
the genre “Table Beer”, there was a single entry: Brasserie Dupont’s Avril, which was described 
as a “Biere de Table”. I was really surprised that there wasn’t actually a style category at the time 
for table beer, or even a beer that included those two words in the name.

If we look at the history of brewing in Belgium, there had been a tradition of brewing “tafelbier”, 
a particularly low alcohol style that was low enough that it had been acceptable to serve to 
children. While this seems to have fallen out of favor for obvious reasons, it also didn’t at all 
represent what I was looking for. I wanted to give these hyper creative brewers the freedom 
to show their fans one precise representation of their personality, not create something 
that’s easy for the masses to drink every day or to drink in volume either. The history of table 
beer in Belgium or anywhere else was totally irrelevant in my mind with this project. From 
my perspective and research, table beer hasn’t really been seen as a genre anywhere, though 
today, if you input the words “table beer” into a search on Ratebeer.com, you’ll now see 74 beers 
listed with lots of ratings. The BJCP (Beer Judge Certification Program) doesn’t list it as a style 
category either, prompting me to continue in my belief that we can make of it whatever we want.

Of course, in my commissioned project, all of these very talented brewers have interpreted this 
conservatively so far, with very low alcohol beers. I say that with affection, not judgment. But I 
wonder, and will challenge them all again, is low alcohol the key factor in making a beer worthy 
of every day drinking? Frankly, I’m confused by that, since I was introduced to the world of beer 
while I was still falling in love with wine, which is significantly stronger on average, and the 
concept of table wine is something common and generally understood worldwide. Further, most 
truly professional brewers are also very well versed in wine and spirits and typically drink across 
the full spectrum of beverages when not at work. So why do all of these very adventuresome 
brewers respond with low alcohol, easy, light interpretations of this new concept, “table beer”?

I’ll conclude with my original and current belief, which embodies my former restaurant’s mission, 
my retail store’s current persona, and my hopes with my commissioned beer project; beer is 
delicious with food. Giving beer a place at the table is something that will enrich your dining 
experience. Let’s consider that the concept of table beer can be personal, and not limited by a 
style category. Table Beer is the beer that you want to drink every day, whatever that may be.

I, for one, will spoil myself with a 6 oz. glass of Abbaye de St. Bon Chien from Brasserie des 
Franches-Montagnes. I am grateful every day for having access to exceptional beers with 
exceptional stories and flavors, and these are the products that I want to grace my table.

he similarities between coffee and beer are numerous. 
We often identify coffee as a flavor in malty, dark beers, 
shorthand for the ill-defined dark rich roasty bitter 

chocolatiness we struggle to describe but know instantly. It 
seems only natural to magnify and amplify these flavors 
by including coffee as an ingredient in such beers. The two 
beverages’ flavor affinities are obvious and the coffee stout/
porter styles have been well-explored. 

Just as the flavors found in beer cannot be tidily condensed 
into a few short descriptors, coffee too can offer an expansive 
array of tastes, aromas and combinations thereof. The last 
decade has seen the rise of specialty coffee, the so-called “third 
wave” of coffee production and consumption (think Joe Coffee, 
not Starbucks) that has brought with it single-origin beans, a 
more thoughtful approach to coffee growing, processing and 
brewing, and a new focus on flavor. 

Brewers have begun to take note of coffee’s broader potential 
as an adjunct, and are pairing beans with styles other than the 
expected stouts and porters, coaxing different flavors out of 
both the beans and the beer. It was these flavors that I tried 
to explore with this tasting, picking beers that paired unique 
beans with unexpected styles. 

The first beer tasted was intended as a baseline of sorts: the 
well-known and loved imperial coffee stout Péché Mortel, from 
Montréal’s Dieu Du Ciel. The beer is classic coffee stout up front, 
smelling of sweet malt, deep dark chocolate, bitter roast coffee 
and roast malt. On the palate, dark chocolate is immediately 
overtaken by bitter, over-roasted coffee flavor, reminiscent of 
St(ch)arbucks, with a bitter almost burnt finish. My tastes in 
coffee absolutely tend towards the light, bright, acidic, fruity and 
floral, and the coffee flavors presented in this beer are the exact 
opposite. That said, I believe this beer accomplishes exactly what 
it sets out to do, and is a classic example of the coffee stout style.

The second beer tasted was a Latte Milk Stout from The Beanery, 
a Vermont-based brewery unique in its use of coffee in all of its 
beers. The brewery was founded by Dave Brodrick, originally an 
owner of renowned New York beer institution The Blind Tiger, 
and brews at Smuttlabs, the experimental offshoot of New 
Hampshire favorite Smuttynose Brewing. The beer was made 
using naturally processed Ethiopian beans. Ethiopian coffee 
tends to be floral with fruity acidity, and natural processing 
can bring out big juicy berry notes from the beans. The beer 

presented some nice light roasty malts on the nose, with a slight 
acrid note often found in coffee beers, and perhaps a hint of 
acidity from the beans. Taste-wise I got sweet smooth stout up 
front, with the barest hint of roast, leading to some nice delicate 
floral notes and a light fruity acidity suggestive of blueberries or 
strawberries, followed by a coffee-tinged roasty bitterness. 

8 Wired is a small brewery based in Blenheim, New Zealand, run 
by a Dane named Søren Erikson. His C4 Double Coffee Brown 
Ale, makes use of a single-origin, natural process bean from 
Ethopia’s Yirgacheffe region that is roasted by Kiwi roastery C4. 
The beans are added cold side, during fermentation, and paired 
with fruity South Pacific hops. The beer presents a rich, sweet 
malty toasty nose with a slight coffee roast and hints of acidity 
and florality (tasted two months after the initial tasting, the 
beer also had a slight acridity on the nose common to coffee 
beers). On the palate the beer leads with a bright acidity and soft 
fruitiness that could be citrus or even something more tropical 

— passion fruit, perhaps? This is followed by light floral notes 
and a slight underlying coffee bitterness, the florality melding 
nicely with the brown malts. Frustratingly, it is difficult to 
delineate which of the fruity and floral flavors are coming from 
the hops and which from the coffee. I split a bottle with both 
Dylan and Michael, hoping to figure it out. Dylan attributed 
these flavors to the coffee, while Mike believed they were hops-
driven. I still cannot make up my mind, but imagine the reality 
lies somewhere in the middle, with each contributing different 
aspects of each taste. Ultimately, I believe this ambiguity is one 
of the successes of this beer, the seamless melding of adjunct 
with the base beer testament to the brewer’s understanding and 
mastery of the flavors at play. 

The fourth beer sampled is from Ballast Point, a brewery well-
known for its hop-forward beers. While their coffee porter, 
Victory At Sea, has been around for several years, this summer 
Ballast Point introduced something novel, Calm Before the 
Storm, a cream ale brewed with coffee and vanilla. The beer 
uses the same blend of Columbian and Costa Rican beans from 
Caffee Calabria as Victory At Sea, but, as expected from a cream 
ale, is a significantly lighter beer. The beer is straight coffee and 
vanilla on the nose, with very little roast but the slightly acrid 

note common to coffee beers. The beer is smooth and sweet, 
with big coffee up front and vanilla on the finish. There is almost 
no discernible bitterness or roastyness, but a lingering intense 
vanilla flavor, tinged with coffee, that brings to mind a liqueur, 
perhaps Kahlua. The most impressive aspect of the bear is that, 
eyes closed, you could be forgiven for thinking this a dark beer, 
so forceful is the taste of coffee, and that despite the lightness 
of the beer, there is very little harsh coffee character. 

The final beer tasted was definitely the weirdest — a 2010 bottle 
of Marche ‘L Re, from the Torinese brewery LoverBeer. Marche 
‘L Re is based on LoverBeer’s sour stout, Papëssa, to which spices 
including rhubarb, saffron, gentian and cinchona are added before 
it is aged in barrels for a year atop a blend of beans form Chieir’s 
Caffé Vergnano. The spices added are similar to those used in 
Fernet, a liquor enjoyed in cafes while playing the traditional 
Piedmontese card game Marche ‘L Re. The beer presented cherries 
and other tart, dark berry notes on the nose, along with some rich 
soy, not unexpected for a beer of this age. Along with this came 
spice notes of not-quite cinnamon —perhaps cardamom? — and 
slight tobacco-ey roastyness. The beer had a very thin mouthfeel, 
leading with ashy tobacco and a watery tartness, giving way to 
a round cherry-grape fruity tartness and spice, again cardamom. 
The finish was a medicinal acrid or bitter taste that could have been 
from the herbs. While it appears the brewery ceased production of 
the beer in 2012, I would be curious to see what newer vintages 
taste like, as the flavors in the 2010 seemed a bit out of concert 
and any remnants of coffee flavor only were discernible as the 
ashy tobacco taste noted earlier. 

This tasting was a fun opportunity to try some of the unique 
coffee beers available today and explore the range of flavors 
they present. Coffee and beer have much in common, including 
the craft approach taken to their production and consumption. 
Both undergo roasting (malts and beans) and like beer, coffee is 
often fermented after picking to develop flavor and facilitate the 
removal of the bean from the coffee fruit. We often use similar 
vocabularies to discuss these beverages, as appearance, aroma, 
taste and mouthfeel are integral components to the drinking 
experience of each. As more brewers come to understand these 
similarities and realize the diverse possibilities of brewing with 
coffee, both in terms of bean selection and how the coffee is 
utilized during the brewing process, the coffee beer category 
will continue to expand, an exciting proposition indeed!

by NOAH LEVIN

FULL
OF BEANST

by JUSTIN PHILIPS

WHAT IS TABLE BEER
M

?
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GOLD STAR BEER COUNTER A  P R O F I L E

old Star Beer Counter burst onto the beer scene in New York this summer on July 4th, offering 
a rotating rare draft and bottle list and also supplying growlers and bottles to-go in Prospect 
Heights, Brooklyn. It entered a New York beer-bar culture that is at once expansive and limited. 

The amount of everyday bars changing their draft focus to local craft and the well-known national 
craft producers seems to be growing every day. I can walk two blocks from Grand Central and find, 
at the very minimum, a nice pint of Founders or Firestone Walker, and it seems that after Bell’s 
became available a year and a half ago, it has now become the house IPA at almost every bar in 
Brooklyn. To me, this is great. I know when I have to meet someone in almost any neighborhood 
we can pick a random spot and there will be something I want to drink. On the other hand, it also 
makes those brands less enticing; and when I am looking for a place to spend some time or to 
recommend to someone looking to explore the local beer scene, the options are fewer and scattered 
across the city. 

The amount of what one could call ‘destination’ beer bars, or places that one would travel outside 
of your neighborhood for has grown as well, but is also a tight and interrelated group of owners 
and bartenders. This is one of the reasons I was surprised when Gold Star opened. Josh and 
Maria Van Horn were not coming from one of the bars I already frequented, but striking out on 
their first venture and longtime dream of owning their own beer bar. To be honest, when I heard 
this and Googled the address, I assumed I knew what I would be able to get on draft there, but 
was surprised when I first walked in. In addition to some of the expected local producers like 
Other Half and those from further afield like Prairie Artisanal Ales (that I was excited but not 
surprised to see), there were producers like De Ranke and Schlenkerla on draft which added a 
depth to the list and made it different from most other beer bars in the area.

I decided this prompted a sit down with Joshua to get the backstory on what brought Gold Star 
to life.

DC :: Gold Star opened with a bang on July 4th this summer. From talking with you and the 
reaction from people in the neighborhood, it seems like the bar was a long time in the works, 
but from the beer scene you sort of came out of the blue and have had a great reaction and a 
sought-after draft list. Can you tell me a little about the process of getting open and running? 
What obstacles you faced and how you decided on the concept of both a bar and retail-outlet in 
this neighborhood?

JVH :: The rumors are true: opening bars/restaurants in NYC is extremely difficult. And like small 
business owners before us, we ran into countless obstacles along the way. The list of what held 
us up is long and boring; but if I had to boil it down, I’d say that every city agency you have to go 
through (Department of Buildings, State Liquor Authority, Landmark Preservation Commission, 
etc), adds about 3 months to your project — and you have to deal with several of those agencies 
before you even break ground.  The idea of combining a beer shop and a bar was exciting because 
it’s a pretty new concept in New York. This type of hybrid is possible because of the liquor license 
known as “Eating Place Beer”, which allows customers to drink beer in-house or take it to go, but 
have no wine or spirits. As residents of Prospect Heights, we saw a need in the community for a 
place to hang out and/or buy great beer and cider. Our goal was to create an inviting neighborhood 
bar with a warm vibe and a diverse beer and cider list that lets you take the party home.   

DC :: You are originally from Michigan, but have spent time working in bars and restaurants 
in Chicago and New York. Your background seems more focused on wine and spirits, so what 
made you want to focus on beer?  

JVH :: My career in the service industry began in Chicago at a neighborhood bar with a great tap 
list, where I worked for almost 5 years. I was hired as a door guy, then moved up to bartender and 
eventually became General Manager. I wanted to continue working in beer-focused bars when I 
moved to NYC in 2010 but wasn’t able to break in. At that time, Brooklyn was rapidly becoming 
the food/cocktail mecca that we know today, and I had the privilege of working at several ground-
breaking establishments with amazing, forward-thinking people. Working at places with such 
great cocktail and wine lists taught me the importance of curating a list, which is now maybe my 
favorite part of my job — I love picking the beers and making a new menu every day at Gold Star.  

DC :: A question we always ask among ourselves in the shop is how many taps should a bar 
have? You chose 16, which seems like a nice medium. Did you think about this when planning 
the bar or did it happen naturally or from construction constraints?  

JVH :: It was very hard for me to decide on the number of taps. My goal was to have enough that 
I could have a wide representation of styles at all times, but not have so many that it would be 
intimidating for customers. 16 taps also lets us rotate the list constantly, and we usually manage 
to tap 1-4 new kegs a day. Last Saturday we ran out of 10 beers, so on Sunday we were able to 
start the day off with an almost completely new list.  

DC :: To some people the beer market in Brooklyn is saturated or at least growing ever more 
crowded. Was this a worry of yours or do you feel there is still a growing market to feed?  

JVH :: I think that every neighborhood should have at least one spot dedicated to serving fun 
and adventurous beer, and that there is still plenty of room for great beer places to open, thrive 
and meet the needs of their community. Most Brooklyn neighborhoods had craft cocktail bars 
open before they ever got a beer bar, so I get excited when new beer-focused spots pop up. 

DC :: In addition to that, from the very beginning you compiled an interesting draft and 
bottle list. It seems that you make a point of not carrying some of the larger brands within the 
craft world, but focus on a very specific mix of local and far-flung breweries. When you opened, 
did you have a list of breweries that you knew you wouldn’t carry because they were over 
represented, i.e. Founders or Bells?  

JVH :: I love those breweries and think they make great products, but it seems those brands 
already have excellent representation all over the city and our customers have regular access to 
them. Many of the beers we serve have limited availability; so for opening, as the new kid on the 
block, I got my hands on whatever I could. I was thrilled to be able to kick off Gold Star with such 
great beers and I think our list becomes more interesting with each passing week. 

DC :: And did you have a list of beers or producers you just didn’t see on that many beer 
menus that you wanted to drink and in turn pour for customers?   

JVH :: I do have a list of producers and styles that I gravitate towards. I also love to give 
representation to some of the local brewers in Brooklyn who are making fantastic beers. My goal 
isn’t to have a crazy beer list for the sake of being obscure and different; it’s to have a list that is 
thoughtful and interesting, and have beers that get my customers excited and encourage them to 
get into new beers and brewers.

DC :: What has been the most surprising thing either about the customers or the beer world 
in general you found out after opening?  

JVH :: I can’t believe how adventurous our customers are. People are just as likely to pick up a 
Gose as they are an IPA. Additionally, we never predicted the take-out growler window would be 
such a hit. We have neighbors toting dogs, bikes and strollers on their way home, popping their 
heads in all day and night to grab beers to-go. 

DC :: We have a table beer series at Beer Table where we ask brewers to brew a beer they 
would want to drink everyday. It’s an effort to step away from the rare or most sought-after 
beers and a step towards the beers which people in the industry are actually drinking. Have 
you come across a beer you have served that would be your table beer?

JVH :: This is a hard one because it changes all the time; but we recently had Crooked Stave 
Colorado Wild Sage on tap, and I could drink it all day long. I love a funky, tart Saison — throw in 
some sage and lemongrass and I’m in heaven.

by DYLAN CROUSE

ACROSS
 3/ FAB
 7/ CONCENTRATE
 8/ OAK
 9/ BODY
 10/ SHARPS
 11/ PRESS
 13/ MOUSSE
 14/ GRIBBLE
 15/ ALCOPOP
 17/ DRY
18/ PERRY

DOWN
 1/ POMACE
 2/ VINTAGE
 4/ WASSAIL
 5/ TEARS
 6/ MOUSE
 7/ CIDERKIN
 11/ PULP
 12/ ESTER
 16/ CLARITY
 19/ ROPE
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